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1. INTRODUCTION  

1.1 This Statement of Case has been prepared by Boyer on behalf of Twickenham Film Studios 

(“the Studios”) which is a Rule 6 party in the planning appeal made by Sharpe Refinery 

Service Ltd (“the appellant”), in respect of a proposed development at Arlington Works, 23-

27 Arlington Road, Twickenham, TW1 2BB (“the appeal site”).  

1.2 A planning application (dated 10 August 2018) was submitted to the London Borough of 

Richmond upon Thames (“the Council”) and was refused permission under reference 

18/2714/FUL. The development proposed in that application and in this appeal comprises:  

‘Redevelopment of the site to provide 610sqm of commercial space (B1 Use Class) within 

existing Buildings of Townscape Merit plus a new build unit, 24 residential units in two blocks 

(5 x 1 bedroom flats, 12 x 2 bedroom flats and 7 x 3 bedroom flats) and associated car 

parking and landscaping and other works.’ 

1.3 This is herein referred to as the ”Appeal Scheme”.  

1.4 Copies of the decision notice and officer’s report are attached as Appendix 1 and Appendix 

2 respectively.  

1.5 Planning permission was refused at committee with the Council identifying eight reasons for 

refusal. The decision is dated 19 September 2019. The reasons for refusal identified a range 

of significant, substantive planning objections, summarised as follows:  

 Loss of a waste site designated in the West London Waste Plan;  

 Loss of an industrial site without full and proper marketing evidence to demonstrate a lack 

of demand for continued use within industrial or other employment uses.;  

 Under provision of affordable housing;  

 Unacceptable design with a particular focus on siting, footprint, mass and the severe 

horizontal emphasis of the main building and the height and siting of the smaller building 

together with the overbearing impact on the BTMs;  

 Unacceptable co-location of uses resulting from the lack of a segregated pedestrian and 

cycle access;  

 Lack of sufficient off-street car parking and the loss of existing parking spaces along the 

access road which are used by the Studios;  

 Lack of a legally binding agreement to secure the required carbon offset payment;  

 Absence of sufficient on-site children’s play space.  

1.6 The Studios’ objection focusses on the second reason for refusal. It is explained below and 

will be evidenced in future Proofs of Evidence from expert witnesses that the absence of a 

marketing exercise has resulted in the appellant reaching a fundamentally flawed and 

unsustainable conclusion that there is no interest in the future use of the appeal site for 

employment purposes. The Studios has made clear both in public and in private discussions 

with the appellant that it  has a significant interest in the purchase of the appeal site for its 

use or redevelopment as part of an expanded television and film recording site. 
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 Planning Appeal Documentation  

1.7 Prior to requesting Rule 6 status, the Studios submitted a written objection to the appeal 

proposal. This Statement of Case supersedes that previous objection. 

1.8 This Statement introduces the case for the Studios. Further evidence will be presented in the 

Proofs of Evidence which will be prepared by relevant witnesses. 

1.9 This Statement is set out as follows: 

 Section 2 describes the site and the surrounding area 

 Section 3 describes relevant planning history;  

 Section 4 describes the Studios and the importance of the creative industries to the UK 

economy;  

 Section 5 sets out the relevant planning policies; 

 Section 6 sets out the Studios’ objection;  

 Section 7 sets out the Studios’ conclusions.  
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2. SITE AND SURROUNDINGS 

 The appeal site and surroundings  

2.1 The appeal site comprises ‘Arlington Works’, which totals approx. 0.303ha (3030 sqm) and 

comprises a parcel of land to the rear of 23-27 Arlington Road, Twickenham, but which is 

accessed from Arlington Road. The site comprises a collection of industrial buildings 

together with a parcel of land which was last used for waste processing purposes as an oil 

refinery. The appellant advises that the waste use ceased on the 30th September 2018 and 

that the tanks and equipment were removed in November 2018. The refinery continues, 

however, to be designated for waste use in the West London Waste Plan.  

2.2 As shown on the Site Location Plan (drawing no. 4786/2/01A), the appeal site has an 

extensive common boundary with Twickenham Studios. The shared boundary runs for the 

full length of the access road and the full extent of the east and south boundaries of the main 

body of the appeal site. The western boundary adjoins the railway which runs between St 

Margarets and Richmond with the north boundary adjoining the block of flats at Howmic 

Court which fronts onto Arlington Road. 

2.3 Towards the eastern boundary of the appeal site is a single storey linear building which 

appears to be in use for industrial and/or employment purposes. Towards the south of the 

site are two Buildings of Town Merit (BTM’s), which are understood to provide office 

accommodation.  

2.4 Twickenham Studios has occupied its site since 1913 and contains three recording stages 

together with a number of other buildings which are used for purposes including post-

production suites, dressing and make-up rooms, wardrobe departments, camera rooms, 

prop rooms, art departments and offices. The current Studios site extends to approximately 

0.95ha (9,500sqm) and as illustrated by the Site Location Plan at Appendix 3, the site is 

almost entirely covered in building footprint. Other than at its front (southern) corner, there is 

no space onto which the Studios can expand. 

2.5 To the north and east of the appeal site, the area is predominantly residential in character. 

To the south, beyond Twickenham Studios, are Crown Road and St Margarets Road, which 

host a number of cafes, restaurants, shops and other commercial outlets. 

2.6 In terms of designations, the appeal site falls within an archaeological priority zone. The two 

late Victorian terraced buildings located towards the south of the site, which face inwards 

towards each other separated by a cobbled mews/stable yard, were designated as BTM’s 

(equivalent to locally listed buildings) in November 2013. The site is a non-designated 

employment/industrial site.  

2.7 Twickenham Film Studios is defined at paragraph 10.3.6 of the Local Plan as a ‘locally 

important industrial land and business parks’ (a map of the site is at Appendix 6 of the Local 

Plan), which are considered to of particular importance for warehousing, distribution, storage 

and other industrial employment, as well as, locally important creative industries.  
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3. THE STUDIOS AND THE IMPORTANCE OF THE 
CREATIVE INDUSTRIES TO THE UK ECONOMY  

 Twickenham Film Studios  

 About the Studios  

3.1 Twickenham Film Studios were established by the London Film Company in 1913 and is 

London’s oldest film studio. It is a multi-award winning studios with very strong local ties and 

global recognition as a facility and a heritage brand. The Studio is unique in London, offering 

three stages for live filming alongside post-production facilities.  

3.2 The London Film Company was the leading producer during the First World War, but was 

dissolved in 1920 and the Studios were sold off to various independent productions with the 

ownership and operational model changing on a number of occasions during the pre- and 

post-war eras.  

3.3 In 2012, current Chairman of the Studios, Sunny Vohra, saved the Studios from demolition 

and oversaw the recovery of the Studios to once again become one of the country’s most 

prestigious and desirable filming locations.  

3.4 In February 2020 The Creative District Improvement Company (“TCDIC”) bought a 50% 

stake in the studios for redevelopment in partnership with General Projects (a London-based 

real estate developer with a track record of delivering employment generating developments 

for business of all sizes, including SMEs and those operating within the creative industries). 

The Creative District Improvement Company is overseeing significant investment into film 

studios across the country and has recently secured notable planning permissions which 

include a £250m investment in new studio, post production and media village space in 

Ashford, Kent.    

3.5 TCDIC intend to invest significantly into Twickenham Studios to further enhance the studios’ 

capabilities and compete with other studios in the country and world which do not occupy 

such physically constrained sites. By virtue of rapidly growing demand and the need to 

remain competitive with other studios, Twickenham Studios has previously expressed a 

significant interest in the acquisition of the appeal site and that interest remains. 

3.6 Over recent years, Twickenham Studios has been used for filming and/or post-production of 

a number of high profile films and television series, including Calender Girls (2003), Mona 

Lisa Smile (2003), Wimbledon (2004), Elizabeth: The Golden Age (2007), Angels & Demons 

(2009), The Best Exotic Marigold Hotel (2011), War Horse (2011), The Iron Lady (2011), 

McMafia (2017) and Black Mirror (2014-2018). Internationally renowned actors and 

actresses, including Dame Judy Dench, Meryl Streep, Johnny Depp, Mark Wahlberg, Gary 

Oldman, Nicole Kidman and Colin Firth have all recorded at the Studios in recent years. 
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 Economic benefits of the Studios  

3.7 At full capacity, the Studios employs approximately between 700-1,000 people and it is, 

therefore, one of the largest employers in the whole of the London Borough of Richmond. 

Depending on the nature and scale of a development which might be proposed across the 

appeal site, this level of employment could increase by around 20% and in due course, 

additional evidence will be submitted to demonstrate the very significant benefits in respect 

of employment generation which would occur if the Studios was able to secure and then 

develop the site. 

3.8 This considerable growth in employment at the Studios would generate considerable 

additional spending in the local economy, helping support the local shops, cafes, pubs and 

other services which are located on St Margarets Road and Crown Road.  

3.9 According to Government statistics published in February 2020, as a whole, the Department 

for Digital Culture Media and Sport (DCMS) Sectors (excluding Tourism) contributed over 

£224 billion to the UK economy in 2018, accounting for approximately 12% of the economy. 

Creative industries are the country’s fastest growing sector. More detailed evidence will be 

submitted to demonstrate the very significant benefit this industry has to the UK economy. 

Film recording and post-production work are exportable and as such are of growing 

importance to the national economy in the aftermath of Britain’s exit from the EU. There is, 

therefore, considerable growing support for this industry from Government and this aligns 

with significantly growing demand for the use of the Studios by television and film 

companies. To this end and as discussed below, planning policy at all levels is actively 

supporting the industry and the enhancement of existing facilities. 
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4. PLANNING POLICY  

4.1 Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act (2008) sets out that the starting 

point for the determination of planning applications are the policies in the development plan 

unless material considerations indicate otherwise. In this case, there are no material 

considerations relevant to the Council’s second reason for refusal which would indicate a 

starting point other than the relevant planning policy objectives set out in the development 

plan and in the NPPF.  In fact the material considerations of supporting the national and local 

economy and the creative industries strongly support the reason for refusal.  

4.2 The development plan in Richmond comprises the London Plan the Local Plan and the West 

London Waste Plan. The Government’s planning policy objectives as set out in the NPPF 

are also material considerations as is the emerging Intend to Publish London Plan. 

4.3 In the light of the focussed nature of the Studios’ objection, the below identifies and reviews 

the principal policy considerations relevant to the second reason for refusal, this being the 

unacceptable loss of existing industrial and employment land and buildings at a time when 

there is clear interest in the acquisition and use of the land by a neighbouring business for 

policy-compliant employment purposes.  

 National Planning Policy Framework 2019 (NPPF)  

4.4 In February 2019, the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) was published by the 

Department of Communities and Local Government. The NPPF sets out the Government’s 

economic, environmental, and social planning policies for England; it states that the purpose 

of the planning system is to contribute to the achievement of sustainable development. 

Sustainable development can be defined as development which meets the needs of the 

present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. In 

terms of economic sustainability, the NPPF supports the building of a strong, responsive and 

competitive economy. It sets out to achieve this by ensuring that sufficient land of the right 

type is available in the right place and at the right time in order to support economic growth, 

innovation and improved productivity. 

4.5 At the very heart of this objective is the acknowledgement that growth is necessary to enable 

the country and our communities to support themselves. Growth and development must 

happen in order to accommodate the needs of a growing population, through the provision of 

employment and the generation of economic growth.  

4.6 Section 6 of the NPPF relates to building a strong, competitive economy and in paragraph 80 

states that planning policies and decisions should help create the conditions in which 

businesses can invest, expand and adapt. It further states that weight should be placed on 

the need to support economic growth and productivity, so that Britain can be a global leader 

in driving innovation and productivity.  
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4.7 Paragraph 82 requires planning policies and decisions to recognise and address the specific 

locational requirements of different sectors, making provision for clusters or networks of 

creative or high technology industries.   

4.8 Section 15 of the NPPF deals with conserving and enhancing the natural environment with 

paragraph 182 addressing the Agents of Change principle. The paragraph requires that 

policies and decisions ensure that new development does not have an unacceptable impact 

on existing businesses and communities which surround a development site. 

 London Plan 2016  

4.9 Policy 4.4 (Managing industrial land and premises) aims to ensure a sufficient stock of land 

and premises will meet the future needs of different types of industrial and related uses in 

different parts of London. The supporting text at paragraph 4.20 explains that Boroughs must 

make clear in DPDs the types of uses considered appropriate for industrial sites across 

different industrial land designations, including sites which are not designated industrial sites. 

4.10 Policy 4.6 (Support for and enhancement of arts, culture, sport and entertainment) supports 

the continued success of London’s diverse range of arts, cultural, professional sporting and 

entertainment enterprises and the cultural, social and economic benefits that they offer to its 

residents, workers and visitors. The policy also aims to enhance and protect creative work 

and performance spaces, and seeks to enhance the economic contribution and community 

role of arts, cultural and entertainment facilities. The supporting text at paragraph 4.32 sets 

out strong, unequivocal support for the creative industry, noting that this is “central to the 
city’s economic and social success”. The text further explains the Mayor’s objective to 

maintain London as one of the greatest world cities for creativity, addressing the need to 

increase the provision of targeted support for the creative industries.  

 Emerging London Plan  

 Intend to Publish London Plan 2019 

4.11 The emerging London Plan (the Intend to Publish version) is at a very advanced stage and 

where policies are not subject to objections from the panel of Inspectors or the Secretary of 

State, they must be afforded significant, almost full, weight in the determination of this 

planning appeal. Where we identify relevant policies below, we explain whether there is any 

objection to the draft and the amount of weight to be given to the emerging objectives.  
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4.12 Chapter 1 sets out the Mayor’s objectives for Good Growth in London. This is growth that is 

socially and economically inclusive and environmentally sustainable. The objectives set out 

in Chapter 1 of the emerging plan underpin the whole Plan and each policy. To ensure that 

London’s future growth is “good growth”, each of the policy areas is informed by a good 

growth objective. Objective GG5 sets out the Mayor’s objective to grow London’s economy. 

The objective explains the aim to enhance London’s global economic competitiveness with 

the city’s success being shared amongst all Londoners. It explains that planning and 

development must seek to ensure that London’s economy diversifies and that the associated 

benefits of this are shared more equally across the site. Criterion C is of particular relevance 

in that it explains that planning and development should plan for “sufficient employment and 
industrial space in the right locations to support economic development and regeneration”.  

4.13 The supporting text at paragraph 1.5.1 notes London’s unique strength in the creative 

industries as well as in other sectors and explains that the wealth this generates “is essential 
to keeping the whole country functioning”. 

4.14 Paragraph 1.5.6 states that Britain’s exit from the EU will put pressure on London’s economy 

and explains that the need to strengthen and diversify London’s business base will be ever-

more important. Achieving this in a way that spreads London’s success more evenly across 

the City is noted as being an important part of delivering Good Growth and emphasises the 

need to support employment generating development in areas other than those specifically 

designated for industrial and employment purposes. 

4.15 Emerging Policy D13 addresses the Agent of Change principle and sets out to ensure that 

new development does not have any unacceptable impact on existing surrounding 

businesses or residents. Part C of the policy explains that new noise and other nuisance-

generating development being proposed close to sensitive uses should put in place 

measures to mitigate and manage unacceptable impacts. Part D requires, inter alia, that 

mitigation measure should be explored early in the design stage and part E explains that 

planning permission should not be granted for development which has not clearly 

demonstrated how noise and other nuisances will be mitigated and managed. 

4.16 Emerging Policy E2 has been found by the panel of Inspectors to be justified and to be 

effective in supporting sustainable economic growth. Accordingly, this policy should be 

afforded very significant weight. It relates to the provision of suitable business space and 

explains that policies should support the provision and protection of a range of B Use Class 

business space. Criterion C explains that where development proposals would involve the 

loss of B Use Class space should demonstrate that there is no reasonable prospect of the 

site being used for business purposes, or ensure that an equivalent amount of B Use Class 

business space is re-provided. 

4.17 Paragraph 6.2.3 explains that smaller occupiers and creative businesses are particularly 

vulnerable and sensitive to even small fluctuations in costs.  
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4.18 The text at paragraph 6.2.7 makes reference to paragraph 6.7.5 (associated with Policy E7 

which is also not subject to objections or recommendations for amendment by the 

Inspectors) and which sets out the Mayor’s policy test for demonstrating that there is no 

reasonable prospect of non-designated industrial sites (such as the appeal site) being used 

for “industrial and related purposes”. It is explained that evidence should include: 

 a strategic and local assessment of demand; 

 evidence of vacancy and marketing with appropriate lease terms and at market rates 

suitable for the type, use and size (for at least 12 months, or greater if required by a local 

DPD), and where the premises are derelict or obsolete, offered with the potential for 

redevelopment to meet the needs of modern industrial users;  

 evidence that the scope for mixed use intensification with industrial uses has been 

explored fully. 

4.19 Policy E4 (Land for industry, logistics and services to support London’s economic function) 

seeks to provide and maintain a sufficient supply of land and premises in different parts of 

London to meet current and future demands for industrial and related functions, including 

light and general industry (Use Classes B1c and B2). The appeal site falls under Part B3 as 

a ‘Non-Designated Industrial Site’. Part C states industrial land capacity across the three 

categories should be retained and enhanced, having regard to borough-level categorisations 

in Table 6.2, where Richmond is categorised as ‘Retain capacity’. Paragraph 6.4.10 notes 

that boroughs in the ‘Retain’ category “should seek to intensify industrial floorspace capacity 
following the general principle of no net loss across designated SIL and LSIS“.  

4.20 Paragraph 6.4.1. highlights how a wide range of industrial, logistics and related uses are 

essential to the functioning of London’s economy and for servicing the needs of its growing 

population, as well as a contributing towards employment opportunities for Londoners.  

4.21 Paragraph 6.4.4. notes that research for the GLA indicates there will be positive net demand 

for industrial land in London over the period 2016 to 2041.  

4.22 Emerging Policy E7 (Industrial intensification, co-location and substitution) supports the 

intensification of business uses in Use Classes B1c, B2 and B8 occupying all categories of 

industrial land.  Part C states that Mixed-use or residential development proposals on Non-

Designated Industrial Sites should only be supported where: 

 There is no reasonable prospect of the site being used for the industrial and related 

purposes set out in Part A of the Policy E4;  

 It has been allocated in an adopted Local Development Plan for residential or mixed-used 

development; or  

 Industrial, storage or distribution floorspace is provided as part of mixed-used 

intensification.  

4.23 The relevant part of emerging Policy E7 is not subject to objections and as such should be 

afforded very significant weight in this appeal. 
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4.24 Policy HC5 (Supporting London’s culture and creative industries) supports the continued 

growth and evolution of London’s diverse cultural facilities and creative industries and 

protects existing cultural venues. It explains that this growth can be achieved through the 

intensification of an industrial area.  

4.25 Paragraph 7.5.2 and 7.5.3 note the importance of London’s culture sector and the creative 

industries, which deliver both economic and social benefits for the capital. In 2015, the Gross 

Value Added (GVA) of the creative industries in London was estimated at £42 billion, 

accounting for just under half of the UK total from these industries, and contributing 11.1 per 

cent to London’s total GVA.  

4.26 Despite this generally positive picture, paragraph 7.5.4. describes the struggle that creative 

industries face when trying to find sufficient venues to grow and thrive, and as a 

consequence of London’s competitive land market, they tend to lose out on essential spaces 

and venues for cultural production.  

4.27 Policy HC5 and the supportive text are not subject to any objections and as such should be 

afforded very significant weight in this appeal.  

 Local Plan (Adopted 2018) 

4.28 In refusing permission, the Council identified conflict with Local Plan Policy LP42 and as 

discussed below, we would suggest that Policy LP40 is also of relevance.  

4.29 Policy LP40 sets out to protect land which is in employment use with part 4 of the policy 

explaining that proposals for mixed use development should retain and enhance the level of 

existing employment floorspace.  

4.30 Policy LP41 creates a presumption against the loss of office floorspace in all parts of the 

borough.  If there is to be any loss this will only be permitted where robust and compelling 

evidence is provided which demonstrates that there is no longer demand for an office based 

use in this location and there is not likely to be in the foreseeable future. This must include a 

full and proper marketing exercise in accordance with Appendix 5.  If that is satisfied there 

still needs to be a sequential approach to redevelopment or change of use with 

redevelopment for alternative employment uses being the first priority.  
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4.31 Policy LP42 relates to industrial space1 and sets out at part A.1 that there is a presumption 

against the loss of such land across the Borough. Any loss will only be permitted where there 

is robust evidence of an unsuccessful full and proper marketing exercise (the requirements 

for which are set out at Appendix 5 of the Local Plan) of the site at a realistic price for the 

existing use or an alternative industrial use carried out for at least 2 years. Part A.2 then 

requires that development must adopt a sequential approach with redevelopment for office 

or other employment uses being preferred ahead of any development involving residential 

accommodation. 

4.32 The Marketing Requirements in Appendix 5 of the Local Plan outline what evidence is to be 

submitted for applications involving the loss of certain uses to provide justification that those 

sites are no longer required for their existing uses. The text at paragraph 18.0.2 makes clear 

the Council’s expectation that the marketing requirements will be met in all cases. Paragraph 

18.0.3 sets out the following 4 tests which must be met in any marketing campaign:  

 Be ongoing for a minimum period of two continuous years; 

 Be through a commercial agent; 

 The property should be marketed on property databases, search engines and other 

relevant websites which focus on the sale or letting of commercial premises, which are 

free to view and easily accessible by prospective purchasers/ tenants; 

 Prices should be commensurate with the existing quality and location of the premises.  

4.33 Paragraph 18.0.4 explains that a marketing report must be submitted with all applications 

and should include information in respect of previous occupiers; marketing dates; land uses 

marketed; copies of relevant agent’s marketing particulars; pricing details, including any 

reductions offered and evidence that the price genuinely reflects the market value of the 

property in its current use and quality; details of marketing methods (i.e. website, press, 

direct marketing, marketing board); and details of the outcomes, including expressions of 

interest and offers. 

4.34 Paragraph 18.0.5 explains that all marketing undertaken must meet the requirements set out 

at 18.0.3 with and that the marketing report must include the details set out at 18.0.4. 

4.35 Paragraph 18.0.12 deals with specific marketing requirements for industrial land and 

business parks (B1c, B2, B8 and Sui Generis use classes). It explains that where a proposal 

involves a change of use or redevelopment resulting in a loss of industrial space, marketing 

must clearly demonstrate that there is no longer demand for an industrial based use in this 

location and that there is not likely to be in the foreseeable future. 

                                                      
1 Paragraph 10.3.1 of the Local Plan clarifies, “’industrial land’ … covers land used for general industry, light industry, 
warehouses, open storage, distribution and logistics and other similar types of employment as well as any other uses which 
fall within the B1c, B2 or B8 Use Classes or are considered to be Sui Generis.” 
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4.36 In particular, the paragraph emphasises that attempts to market poorer quality premises 

should be on the basis of their present condition, and not on their potential for 

redevelopment in other employment uses, or proposing housing as the only viable option. 

Furthermore, the text refers back to the sequential test outlined at Policy LP42, requiring that 

if marketing for an alternative industrial use is not forthcoming then consideration should be 

given to alternative employment generating uses including, in the first instance, B use 

classes such as offices and if these are not practicable then social infrastructure and 

community uses. 
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5. USE CLASSES ORDER 

5.1 On 21 July 2020, Government announced sweeping changes to the Use Classes Order, the 

effect being that from 01 September 2020, the use of commercial land will fall within new and 

more flexible Use Classes. 

5.2 New Use Class E relates to commercial, business and service uses and comprises current 

Use Classes A1, A2, A3, B1 and elements of Use Classes D1 and D2. New Use Class F 

relates to learning and non-residential institutions and local community uses and comprises 

elements of current Use Classes D1 and D2 and includes uses such as schools, museums, 

libraries, places of worship and swimming baths. 

5.3 Operations currently carried out within Use Classes B2 and B8 will continue to be 

categorised as such. 

5.4 The Town and Country Planning (Use Classes) Order 1987 states in the Interpretation that 

“industrial process” includes a process for the making of any article including a film, video or 

sound recording. Due to the age of the Studios, there is no planning permission which 

defines its Use Class, but based on the Interpretation within the 1987 Use Classes Order, it 

is considered that the lawful use of the Studios will fall within Use Class B1c and as such 

from 01 September 2020 will fall into new Use Class E.  

5.5 The Council’s policies make clear that where a development will result in the loss of 

industrial floorspace, the applicant must first demonstrate that there is no demand for an 

alternative industrial or other employment use (which includes B1c uses (or new Class E 

uses) such as that carried out at Twickenham Studios). Accordingly, the imminent change to 

the Use Classes Order will not affect the policy requirement for existing industrial land in the 

Borough to be reused for other industrial and employment purposes in preference to 

residential redevelopment. 
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6. THE STUDIOS’ OBJECTION 

6.1 The Studios’ objection to the proposed development focusses on the second reason for 

refusal, this being the loss of the industrial use. Concern is also raised, however, in respect 

of the development’s impact on the availability of car parking at the Studios and in respect of 

the development’s impact on the operation of the Studios. 

 Loss of Industrial Use 

6.2 The Council defines industrial land at paragraph 10.3.1 of the Local Plan as follows: 

“’industrial land’ … covers land used for general industry, light industry, warehouses, open 

storage, distribution and logistics and other similar types of employment as well as any other 

uses which fall within the B1c, B2 or B8 Use Classes or are considered to be Sui Generis.” 

Thus it is the case that in considering this issue and the Studios’ objection, regard must be 

had not only to the potential for the use of the appeal site by other B1/B2 tenants, but also 

those who operate within similar employment uses; this is of course easily wide enough to 

include Twickenham Studios. 

6.3 At paragraphs 4.49 – 4.52 of the Statement of Case, the appellant deals with the Council’s 

second reason for refusal and the loss of the existing commercial use from the site. At this 

stage the appellant has put forward little, if any, meaningful challenge to the Council’s 

second reason for refusal and no evidence has been adduced, or case argued which would 

indicate that there is a starting point in this case other than the development plan’s policy 

objectives in relation to the protection of industrial and employment land.  

6.4 Together London Plan and Local Plan Policies 4.4, LP40 and LP42 set out a strong 

presumption against the loss of industrial land and Local Plan Appendix 5 sets out the 

requirements for a marketing campaign and associated evidence which would demonstrate a 

lack of future need for the use of the appeal site for industrial purposes. Moreover, the 

emerging London Plan policies are now at a more advanced stage than when the Council 

decided the planning application and it is clear from the above that the relevant policies now 

carry very significant weight. These policies afford significant protection to the existing 

industrial use of the appeal site and offer significant support to the creative industries and the 

Studios’ desire to expand their operation across the appeal site. 

6.5 The very simple and straightforward fact in this case is that the appellant has not undertaken 

the marketing exercise required by policy and as such, the tests at Policy LP42 cannot be 

met and the Council’s decision to refuse permission on this ground is entirely reasonable, 

justified and defensible. 

6.6 By contrast, the appellant’s decision to make an appeal against the refusal of planning 

permission when there exists such a clear policy conflict, and without any supporting 

marketing evidence or reasonably detailed explanation as to why the Council’s decision was 

the incorrect one, is plainly unreasonable.  
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6.7 In the Statement of Case, the appellants claim that there is no evidence to support the 

Council’s view that the lawful use of the site falls within Use Class B2. However, existing 

tenants include PJ Max Accident Repairs Limited and Marble Lab, both of which would 

appear to be B2 operators given the noisy nature of the repair and manufacturing work they 

undertake. Nevertheless, given the wording of the text at paragraph 10.3.1 of the Local Plan, 

Policy LP42 applies and is relevant, irrespective of whether the lawful use falls within Use 

Class B2, B1c, B8 or any other employment related use class. Accordingly, planning 

permission involving the loss of the commercial space at the appeal site can only be granted 

if the tests at Policy LP42A.1 and LP42A.2 (including the marketing tests at Appendix 5) are 

both satisfied. Even for those elements that operate within Use Class B1, Policy LP 41 would 

apply and the requirements of that are similar as set out above. Policy LP41 is failed for 

similar reasons.  

6.8 The appellant refers to the report prepared by Featherstone Leigh Commercial (dated 13 

June 2018), which explains that the site is in light industrial and workshop use (thereby 

clarifying the appellant’s position that Policy LP42 applies) and further makes clear that no 

formal marketing exercise has been carried out, which amplifies the Studios’ case that the 

proposal is very clearly in conflict with Policy LP42. The argument for this is the alleged poor 

condition of the buildings which, the appellant suggests, are no longer fit for purpose. 

Appendix 5 of the Local Plan makes very clear that even if buildings are in poor condition, 

they should nevertheless be marketed for a fair and reasonable price which reflects that 

condition and the lawful use. The poor condition of the buildings is, therefore, not a valid 

reason for not carrying out the marketing exercise required by policy. 

6.9 For the reasons explained below, the lack of a full and proper marketing campaign in this 

instance prevents any justifiable conclusion being reached on the question of market 

demand for the existing buildings and for the site’s future use for employment purposes.  

6.10 Twickenham Studios has made no secret of their need for additional space and it is clear to 

see from the Location Plan at Appendix 3 that the existing site is developed almost to its 

maximum extent and in order to expand to meet growing demand and to remain competitive 

with other studios in and around London, additional space is required. Twickenham Studios 

has previously approached the appellant with a view to purchasing the site and their desire 

to enter into commercial negotiations remains.  

6.11 In its existing condition, the appeal site would provide vital additional external space for the 

construction of sets with the buildings providing valuable workshop and storage space with 

the remainder of the site providing extra areas for much needed car and lorry parking. 

6.12 The appeal site would also give the Studio future flexibility to develop an additional stage 

and would likely have capacity for significant additional employment space which could be 

used for production and ancillary stage spaces.  
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6.13 The requirement of Policy LP42A.2 (and as explained at paragraph 10.3.5) is that following 

an unsuccessful 2 year marketing campaign for an industrial based use, the developer must 

follow a sequential approach to the redevelopment of a site, considering first the site’s 

redevelopment for office or other employment uses before considering the site’s 

redevelopment for a mix of uses including employment generating or community uses and 

compatible residential development. Such an assessment appears not to have been carried 

out by the appellant as otherwise, it would quickly have identified the considerable demand 

for the use of new employment space at the appeal site by the Studios. The use of the 

appeal site as part of the Studios’ facility would have significant positive impacts on the local 

economy through the creation of additional jobs and through the increased use of 

surrounding shops and services, which rely on the success of the Studio to survive. In due 

course the appellant will adduce evidence to demonstrate the very important contribution the 

Studios makes to the local economy alongside evidence which shows how this could be 

enhanced further if they are able to secure the appeal site and expand their operation. 

6.14 The appellant’s decision not to initiate a proper marketing campaign is clearly a deliberate 

attempt to avoid the inevitable but (from their point of view) undesirable outcome, which is 

the Studios making an offer for the space. Additionally, by not marketing the site, the 

appellant cannot reasonably claim to have a full understanding of market demands and thus 

cannot pass the sequential test set out at Policy LP42A.2. In the light of the Studios’ very 

significant and overt commercial interest in the appeal site, the proposed redevelopment is 

very clearly in direct conflict with existing London Plan Policy 4.4, Local Plan Policies LP41, 

LP42and emerging London Plan Policies E2, E4 and HC5. 

 Impact on Car Parking  

6.15 The Studios are concerned by the rearrangement of existing parking spaces serving 

Twickenham Film Studios which run alongside the access road to the appeal site. The 

proposed alterations would result in an unacceptable loss of approximately 21 spaces, 

comprising 14 within the site and 7 along the access road below the overhang, which 

currently serve the Studios and which are in high demand.  The result will be the 

displacement of 21 cars without any thought to mitigation. 

 Development’s Impact on the Operation of Twickenham Studios 

6.16 As outlined above, paragraph 182 of the NPPF and emerging London Plan Policy D13 deal 

with the Agent of Change principle. This principle places the responsibility for mitigating the 

impact of noise and other nuisances (for example vibration) firmly on the new development. 

As confirmed at Part C of emerging Policy D13 and associated paragraph 3.12.2, the 

principle works both ways and if new noise generating use or operation is proposed close to 

existing noise sensitive uses (such as residential or business uses), the onus is on the new 

use to ensure its activity is designed to protect existing users from noise impacts. The policy 

requires early engagement and consideration of mitigation measures and explains that 

planning permission should be refused where developers have not clearly demonstrated how 

noise and other nuisances will be mitigated and managed. 
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6.17 As will be evidenced in due course, the three studios at Twickenham Studios are what drive 

the business’ profit. The Studios is a world leading business and one of the largest 

employers in Richmond but it is highly sensitive to noise and vibration.  

6.18 The Studios will have no control over the starting point and duration of the proposed 

construction works. These works would create considerable levels of noise and vibration and 

would result in the Studios’ clients not being willing to use the studios and theatres. As will 

be evidenced in due course, the impact of this (depending on the timing of the start of 

construction works and their duration) might be 3 or more years where the studio and noise 

recording theatres will not be used given the unacceptable, sub-optimal environment.  

6.19 Such circumstances would inevitably result in the closure of Twickenham Studios and the 

loss of 700-1,000 jobs together with the associated damaging impact on the economy, both 

at the national and local levels. 

6.20 The proposal is, therefore, considered to be in conflict with emerging Policy D13 and 

paragraph 182 of the NPPF. 
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7. CONCLUSION  

  

7.1 Twickenham Studios maintains a very firm objection to the proposed redevelopment of the 

appeal site and the above objections should be read and considered alongside the 

comments submitted to LBR during the course of the application.  

7.2 The Studios maintains very significant commercial interest in the acquisition and occupation 

of the appeal site in its current form or following the site’s redevelopment for employment 

purposes and the lack of a full and proper marketing campaign is clearly an attempt to 

prevent the Studios from entering into negotiations.  

7.3 The appellant has put forward little, if any, meaningful challenge to the very reasonable, 

sensible and justifiable decision of the Council to refuse planning permission. This lack of 

evidence underscores the fact that the proposed development, in relation to the second 

reason for refusal, is very clearly in conflict with the adopted and emerging policies in the 

development plan, as well as the Government’s objectives for sustainable economic growth 

as set out in the NPPF. 

7.4 The Studios maintain that the proposed development is very clearly in conflict with London 

Plan Policy 4. 4, Emerging London Plan Policies D13, E2, E4 and HC5, Local Plan Policies 

LP40, LP41 and LP42 and the associated paragraphs in the NPPF. As such, we respectfully 

request that the Inspector upholds the Council’s decision and dismisses the appeal. 
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www.richmond.gov.uk/planning
London Borough of Richmond upon Thames

Civic Centre, 44 York Street, Twickenham TW1 3BZ
Tel 020 8891 1411 Textphone 020 8891 7120 Email envprotection@richmond.gov.uk

Environment Directorate / Development Management
Web: www.richmond.gov.uk/planning
Email: envprotection@richmond.gov.uk
Tel: 020 8891 1411
Textphone: 020 8891 7120

Mr P Villars
Indigo
Aldermary House
10-15 Queen Street
London
EC4N 1TX

Letter Printed 19 September 2019

FOR DECISION DATED
19 September 2019

Dear Sir/Madam

The Town and Country Planning Act 1990, (as amended)
Decision Notice

Application: 18/2714/FUL
Your ref: Arlington Works
Our ref: DC/DYF/18/2714/FUL
Applicant: Sharpe Refinery Service Ltd
Agent: Mr P Villars

WHEREAS in accordance with the provisions of the Town and Country Planning Act 
1990 and the orders made thereunder, you have made an application received on 10 
August 2018 and illustrated by plans for the permission of the Local Planning Authority 
to develop land situated at:

Arlington Works 23 - 27 Arlington Road Twickenham TW1 2BB

for 

Redevelopment of the site to provide 610sqm of commercial space (B1 Use 
Class) within existing Buildings of Townscape Merit plus a new build unit, 24 
residential units in two blocks (5 x 1 bedroom flats, 12 x 2 bedroom flats and 7 x 3 
bedroom flats) and associated car parking and landscaping and other works.

NOW THEREFORE WE THE MAYOR AND BURGESSES OF THE LONDON 
BOROUGH OF RICHMOND UPON THAMES acting by the Council of the said 
Borough, the Local Planning Authority HEREBY GIVE YOU NOTICE pursuant to the 
said Act and the Orders made thereunder that permission to develop the said land in 
accordance with the said application is hereby REFUSED subject to the reasons and 
informatives summarised and listed on the attached schedule.

Yours faithfully



Robert Angus
Head of Development Management



SCHEDULE OF REASONS AND INFORMATIVES FOR 
APPLICATION 18/2714/FUL

APPLICANT NAME
Sharpe Refinery Service Ltd
C/O Indigo Planning

AGENT NAME
Mr P Villars
Aldermary House
10-15 Queen Street
London
EC4N 1TX

SITE
Arlington Works 23 - 27 Arlington Road Twickenham TW1 2BB

PROPOSAL
Redevelopment of the site to provide 610sqm of commercial space (B1 Use Class) 
within existing Buildings of Townscape Merit plus a new build unit, 24 residential units in 
two blocks (5 x 1 bedroom flats, 12 x 2 bedroom flats and 7 x 3 bedroom flats) and 
associated car parking and landscaping and other works.

SUMMARY OF REASONS AND INFORMATIVES

REASONS
U0069278 Loss of Designated Waste Site
U0069279 Loss of Industrial Floorspace
U0069280 Affordable housing
U0069285 Design
U0069282 Mix of Uses
U0069283 Transport and Highways
U0069284 Co2 emissions
U0069281 Play Space

INFORMATIVES
U0037575 Decision drawing numbers ~~
IL26D NPPF REFUSAL- Para. 38-42



DETAILED REASONS AND INFORMATIVES

DETAILED REASONS

U0069278 Loss of Designated Waste Site

The proposed development, by reason of its complete loss of an existing safeguarded 
waste site and lack of satisfactory full and proper evidence to demonstrate there is 
satisfactory compensatory and equal provision of capacity for waste, in scale and 
quantity, elsewhere within the West London Waste Plan Area; would result in the 
unacceptable loss of land accommodating an existing waste manage use which forms 
an essential resource for dealing with all waste streams within the Waste Plan area. 
The scheme is therefore contrary to policy, in particular, policies 5.17 and 5.19 of the 
London Plan (2016), policy WLWP2 of the West London Waste Plan (2015) and LP24 
of the Local Plan (2018).

U0069279 Loss of Industrial Floorspace

The proposed development, by reason of its complete loss of an existing industrial site 
and lack of satisfactory full and proper marketing evidence to demonstrate there is a 
lack of demand for continued use of the premises as a B2 use, or appropriate 
alternative employment generating uses, or other suitable evidence; would result in an 
unacceptable loss of an industrial site, to the detriment of the local economy and range 
of employment premises within the borough. The scheme is therefore contrary to policy, 
in particular, policies 4.14 of the London Plan (2016) and LP42 of the adopted Local 
Plan (2018).

U0069280 Affordable housing

The proposed on-site affordable housing provision, by reason of its under provision of 
affordable units on site below the percentage required, would fail to meet any priority 
needs for rented affordable housing. The proposed shared ownership units would fail to 
meet the affordability criteria in the Intermediate Housing Policy and would fail to 
adequately contribute to the Borough's housing stock or maximise affordable housing. 
The proposal would therefore be contrary to policy, in particular, the NPPF, policies 
3.13 of the London Plan (2016) and LP 36 of the adopted Local Plan (2018) and the 
Mayor's Affordable Housing & Viability Supplementary Planning Guidance and the 
Local Planning Authority's Affordable Housing Supplementary Planning Documents.

U0069285 Design

The proposed development, by reason of its siting, footprint, mass and of the severe 
horizontal emphasis of the eastern elevation of the proposed main residential building, 
combined with the height and siting of the proposed smaller residential building, would 
result in a cramped and contrived form of over development of the site, and would 
appear overbearing on the existing Buildings of Townscape Merit (BTM) on site. The 
proposed development is therefore contrary to policy, in particular, the NPPF and 
policies 3.5 and 7.4 of the London Plan (2016), LP1, LP4 and LP39 of the Local Plan 
(2018) and the Design Quality SPD.

U0069282 Mix of Uses

The proposed development, by reason of its lack of segregated pedestrian/cycle access 
into/throughout the site and unsatisfactory siting and layout, would result in an 
unacceptable co-location of uses which gives rise to inappropriate conflict between 
users, to the detriment of the proposed commercial use operation and the 
safety/amenity of proposed residential occupants. The proposed development is 
therefore contrary to policy, in particular, the NPPF, policies 4.3 of the London Plan 
(2016), LP1 (A.6) and LP35(A) of the Local Plan (2018).

U0069283 Transport and Highways



The proposed development, by reason of its lack of sufficient off-street parking 
provision, the loss of existing parking spaces on the access road and in the absence of 
a satisfactory parking survey to demonstrate there is capacity in the surrounding roads 
to accommodate the likely parking shortfall, would adversely impact on existing on-
street parking conditions, the free flow of traffic and pedestrian and vehicular safety on 
the surrounding highway network. Furthermore, in the absence of a binding agreement 
to secure the removal of rights to parking permits and provision of car club 
memberships for prospective occupants, the application would fail to adequately 
promote sustainable modes of transport. The scheme is therefore contrary to the aims 
and objectives of policies, in particular, policy LP45 of the Local Plan (2018) and the 
adopted Front Garden and Other Off-Street Parking, and Planning Obligations 
Supplementary Planning Documents.

U0069284 Co2 emissions

The proposal does not meet the zero carbon homes policy targets and in the absence 
of a binding agreement to secure a financial contribution to a carbon offset payment, the 
proposal would fail to mitigate the impact of development on the environment. As such, 
the proposal is contrary the aims and objectives of London Plan Policy 5.2 and Policies 
LP20 and LP22 of the adopted Local Plan (2018).

U0069281 Play Space

The proposed development, by reason of its insufficient provision of on-site children's 
play space, would fail to encourage and promote healthier and more active lifestyles. 
The proposals would therefore be contrary to policy. In particular the proposals would 
fail to comply with the aims and objectives of policies 3.6 of the London Plan (2011), 
LP31 of the adopted Local Plan (2018) and the guidance set out within the Mayor's 
SPG on Shaping neighbourhoods: Play and Information Recreation (2012) and the 
LBRUT Planning Obligations SPD (2014).

DETAILED INFORMATIVES

U0037575 Decision drawing numbers ~~

For the avoidance of doubt the Drawing(s) No(s) to which this decision refers are as 
follows:- 

4786_3_10_B, 4786_3_11_B  and 4786_3_20_B received on 26 October 2018

2(Outlines Elevations) and 2(Outlines Elevations 2) received on 21 August 2018  

4786_2_01_A, 4786_2_02_A, 4786_3_12_A, 4786_3_13_A, 4786_3_14_A, 
4786_3_15_A, 4786_3_21_A, 4786_3_22_A, 4786_3_23_A, 4786_3_24_A, and 
4786_3_25_A and TCP 01, TPP 01 A  received on 10 August 2018

IL26D NPPF REFUSAL- Para. 38-42

In accordance with paragraphs 38-42 of the National Planning Policy Framework, 
Richmond upon Thames Borough Council takes a positive and proactive approach to 
the delivery of sustainable development, by:
o Providing a formal pre-application service
o Providing written policies and guidance, all of which is available to view on the 
Council's website
o Where appropriate, negotiating amendments to secure a positive decision
o Determining applications in a timely manner.

In this instance:
o The applicants sought formal pre-application advice, however, this was not followed 
and the scheme remained contrary to policy and guidance, and therefore refused 
without delay.



o The applicants did not seek formal pre-application advice, and the scheme was found 
to be contrary to policy and guidance. The Councils recommendations for amendments 
were not followed, and therefore the application was subsequently refused. The Council 
is ready to enter into discussions to advise the applicants of relevant policy and 
guidance; and where possible assist in the preparation of a new planning permission.
o The applicants did not seek formal pre-application advice, and the scheme was found 
to be contrary to policy and guidance, and subsequently refused. The Council is ready 
to enter into discussions to advise the applicants of relevant policy and guidance; and 
where possible assist in the preparation of a new planning permission.
o The application was recommended for approval and referred to the first available 
Planning Committee, where the agents / applicants had an opportunity to present the 
case. The Planning Committee found the scheme was contrary to policy and guidance, 
and subsequently refused. The Council is ready to enter into formal pre-application 
discussions to advise the applicants of relevant policy and guidance; and where 
possible assist in the preparation of a new planning permission.

END OF SCHEDULE OF REASONS AND INFORMATIVES FOR APPLICATION 
18/2714/FUL



FUL Applications
Making an Appeal – Summary Guidance

Whether to appeal
If the Local Planning Authority (LPA) turn down your application, you should look 
carefully at the reasons why they turned it down before you make an appeal. You 
should speak to the LPA to see if you can sort out the problem - perhaps by changing 
your proposal. An appeal should only ever be a last resort.

Type of appeal:
Planning Application

Appeal time:
Within six months of the date of the council’s decision letter.

Who can appeal?
The applicant or their agent may lodge an appeal.

The right of appeal:
You can appeal against the council’s decision:

 If you applied to the Local Planning Authority and they:
o Refused permission;
o Gave permission but with conditions you think are inappropriate;
o Haven’t approved the details of a scheme which they or the Secretary of 

State have already given outline planning permission for or;
o Have approved the details of a scheme but with conditions you think are 

inappropriate or unreasonable.

 If the LPA rejected a proposal arising from a condition or limitation on a planning 
permission.

 If the LPA don’t decide your application within the time allowed. Normally the 
time allowed is eight weeks from when they accept your application.

 If the LPA told you they needed more information before they could decide your 
outline planning application, but you do not want to supply this.

You will make your appeal to the Department for Communities and Local Government 
of which the Planning Inspectorate is a part. Most are decided by specialist officers in 
the Planning Inspectorate. Only the person or business applying for consent to display 
an advertisement may appeal. If the council issues a discontinuance notice, only those 
on whom the notice is served may appeal.

The appeal process:
Appeals must be made

 Online at www.planninginspectorate.gov.uk, or

 Initial Appeals, The Planning Inspectorate, Temple Quay House, 2 The Square, 
Temple Quay, Bristol BS1 6PN.

It will be expected that all appeal documentation will be submitted electronically.

The process is fully documented on the website of the Planning Inspectorate 
www.planninginspectorate.gov.uk, however in summary there are three main types of 
appeal:

Written procedure:
Written evidence is considered from the applicant/agent/business and the 
council. The council will send copies of any letters of objection or support they 
received when considering your application. Within six weeks of the Inspectorate 
receiving your appeal forms the council will send a copy of their statement to the 
Inspectorate. You must make any comment on these within three weeks.

Hearing procedure:



Hearings allow you and the council to exchange views and discuss your appeal. 
Before the hearing the council will send a copy of their statement to you and the 
Inspectorate. You can comment on their statement in writing otherwise the 
Inspectorate will treat the reasons given in your appeal form as the basis of your 
case for discussion.

Hearings are usually held in council offices. The Inspector leads the discussion 
and invites the people involved to put their points across. The Inspector will visit 
the site unaccompanied before the hearing and will make a further accompanied 
visit as part of the hearing.

Inquiry procedure:
Inquiries are normally for large-scale applications. A public inquiry is a formal 
procedure in which both parties have legal representation.

Making your views known on someone else’s appeal:
The LPA will notify anyone who took part in the consultations when you first applied for 
permission that you are appealing. For appeals decided by hearing or inquiry the LPA 
will tell interested people when and where this will be and let them know that they can 
attend. The Inspectorate will also take account of the views of certain groups who have 
a right to comment, for example, owners of a site, local amenity groups and so on.

Costs:
Normally you and the council will pay for your own expenses in an appeal. You can only 
claim costs when you can show that the council have behaved in an unreasonable way 
causing unnecessary expense.

Who to contact?
The Planning Inspectorate
Website www.planninginspectorate.gov.uk
Email enquiries@pins.gsi.gov.uk
Telephone 0303 444 5000
Write to Initial Appeals, The Planning Inspectorate, Temple Quay House, 2 The 

Square, Temple Quay, Bristol BS1 6PN

London Borough of Richmond upon Thames
Website www.richmond.gov.uk/planning
Email planningappeals@richmond.gov.uk
Telephone 020 8891 1411 for advice
Write to The Appeals Officer, Development Control, Civic Centre, 44 York Street, 

Twickenham TW1 3BZ
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